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The Counselling Foundation of Canada will look back on 2015 as a year of profound change. The
Foundation’s governance and operations underwent significant transformation this year. These
changes were facilitated by a decision making process anchored by the Foundation’s Guiding
Principles, articulated in our 2012 Strategic Plan: to Be Bold, to Collaborate, Maximize Our Impact,
Invest in Leadership, and Think Long-Term. These principals have, in many ways, ushered the
Foundation into uncharted territory – which excites, and at times, confronts us.
At our November 30th Board meeting, Donald Lawson stepped down as Chair of the Board. This
marked a significant change in governance since he took on the mantle of leadership upon the death
of his father, Frank Lawson, the Foundation’s founder and benefactor in 1984. That same evening,
we gathered for a private celebratory dinner to honor not only the three decades of service that
Donald contributed to the Foundation, but his broader impact on Canadian society through his
leadership and volunteerism. Upon Donald’s retirement, Douglas Lawson, a Director since 2002, has
assumed the role of Chair of the Board, and long-serving Director, George Rodger, is our new ViceChair, while Barb Mason continues as the Foundation’s Secretary/Treasurer. The Foundation also
welcomed Victoria Grant as our newest Director in May 2015. Victoria comes to the Foundation with
extensive knowledge of philanthropy, governance, and Indigenous affairs.
Another significant area of change saw the Foundation and CERIC leaving our former office premises
for a bold philanthropic experiment, when we moved into Foundation House, a collocated office with
the Laidlaw Foundation and The Lawson Foundation, to be joined by several of our sector leading
organizations.
This annual report features Spotlights on Impact, which delve deeper into the initiatives undertaken
by the Foundation in 2015. This includes our contributions to the Philanthropic Community’s
Declaration of Action, the creation of Foundation House, highlights on the Canadian Education and
Research Institute for Counselling, and honouring Donald G. Lawson.
Given the significant changes of 2015, we look forward to 2016 with anticipation of growth, evolution
and quite likely adventure. It is a pleasure to work in a field that fosters innovation and creativity.
The Foundation and CERIC are blessed to work with people from coast to coast to coast who are
committed to helping Canadians achieve their unlimited potential. We would like to extend deep
thanks and gratitude to the Boards, Committee Members, sector and community partners, and staff
who are willing to journey with us.
Yours sincerely,

Douglas Lawson

Bruce Lawson

Chair of the Board

President & CEO

DECLARATION OF ACTION

The Directors, Members and staff of The Counselling Foundation of Canada went to Ottawa for
the Annual General Meeting, coinciding with the closing events of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada (TRC) held May 31 to June 3, 2015. During the closing events, the Board
and staff participated in an educational program offered by The Circle on Philanthropy and
Aboriginal Peoples in Canada.
In advance of arriving in Ottawa, the Foundation participated in a process that led to the creation
of the Philanthropic Community’s Declaration of Action, which was presented onstage to
Commissioner Wilton Littlechild. The Foundation is a proud signatory of the Declaration, which
at the time of presentation was signed by over 30 private, public, community and corporate
foundations. The Declaration commits us to work towards building a fairer and more just
country, supporting the fulfillment of the vision of Aboriginal peoples, and implementing the
recommendations that were outlined by the findings of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission.
The Foundation has a long-standing history of supporting Indigenous communities through
grantmaking. In addition to grantmaking, the Foundation started to explore new ways it can
work collaboratively with Indigenous and non-Indigenous partners to ensure that we fulfill the
commitment we made in the Declaration.
To read the declaration, please visit www.philanthropyandaborignialpeoples.ca/declaration.

FOUNDATION HOUSE

The idea for this initiative emerged from a Philanthropic Foundations Canada gathering in May
2014. At that meeting, several Toronto-based foundation CEOs indicated a future need for new
office space. Beginning in June 2014, the CEOs began meeting to explore the idea of collocation.
Over the subsequent months, The Counselling Foundation of Canada, Laidlaw Foundation and
The Lawson Foundation decided that what had been a concept should become a reality.
Through several visioning meetings, followed by regular operational meetings, we articulated
the following vision for the Foundation House project:
To create a space that inspires a sense of community and family among the
Foundations and that facilitates organic encounters that enhance their individual
and collective impact.
While we initially envisioned this as a shared workspace for foundations, over time we began
approaching sector-based networks in our sphere in order to expand the reach and potential of
the collaborative space. The Counselling Foundation of Canada and CERIC ended the year by
moving to our new office on Friday December 18, located at 2 St. Clair Avenue East, Suite 300
Our new office was formerly the headquarters of The MasterCard Foundation, and we must
say a special thank you to them, because we benefitted from both their existing leasehold
improvements and much of their furniture, meaning that for the three foundations, our
combined capital spend was significantly lower than had we tried to build an office from scratch.
Looking forward to 2016, the Foundation & CERIC will put their commitment to collaboration
and collective impact into motion with our collocated Foundation House neighbours who
include: Laidlaw Foundation, The Lawson Foundation, The Canadian Environmental
Grantmakers’ Network; The Circle on Philanthropy and Aboriginal Peoples in Canada;
Community Foundation of Canada; GrantBook; Ontario Nonprofit Network; and Philanthropic
Foundations Canada.

CERIC
The Foundation launched the Canadian Education and Research Institute for Counselling
(CERIC) to support and advance education and research in career counselling and career
development in Canada. Last year, CERIC celebrated its 10th anniversary. CERIC is an integral
part of the Foundation’s commitment to servicing career professionals across Canada.
In 2015, CERIC successfully launched the following resources:
 Career Crafting the Decade After High School: Professional’s Guide
 Career Services Guide: Supporting People Affected by Mental Health Issues
 Career Exploration: An Application of Social Cognitive Career Theory with At-Risk
Adolescents and Young Adults
Canneux15, Canada’s largest bilingual National Career Development Conference, hosted 773
participants, which was an increase from previous years, and featured Nancy Arthur, Jamie
Watt, and the Rt. Hon. Adrienne Clarkson as keynote speakers. CERIC also introduced Spark!,
their take on TEDTalk presentations aiming to provoke new ways of thinking and engaging.
The Foundation and CERIC commissioned Navigator Ltd to conduct a nationwide survey of
1,500 adult Canadians to get a fresh perspective on how Canadians use and access career and
employment counselling services. Survey findings reveal those who define themselves as having
a “career”, having a “job” or students are most likely to access career services.
Supported by Mario Gravelle, CERIC also conducted the 2015 Survey of Career Service
Professionals in the Fall. The survey provides a demographic snapshot of Canada’s career
services community and examines professional development needs and research trends as well
as delves into current challenges facing the sector. Results of the survey were planned for release
at the Cannexus16 conference, along with a series of articles, infographics, webinars and other
channels for sharing the findings throughout the year.
For more information about CERIC’s activites, please see CERIC’s 2015 annual report:
http://ceric.ca.

HONORING DONALD G. LAWSON
On November 30, 2015, Donald stepped
down as Chair of the Board, a role he
occupied for over three decades. Donald
began his stalwart stewardship of the
Foundation in 1984 when he assumed the
role of Chair following the death of his
father, the Foundation’s founder and
benefactor, Frank G. Lawson. In the
intervening years, Donald’s investment
skills would prove incredibly valuable, as the
Foundation’s endowment grew from $19.1
million to a height of $66 million in 2007
(year end 2015 $56 million), and during
which time the Foundation provided grants
in excess of $80 million to charitable
organizations from coast to coast to coast.
As Chair of the Board, Donald’s leadership and service to the Foundation has been instrumental
in building it into one of Canada’s most progressive private foundations. Under his chairmanship,
the Foundation’s mandate has been both expanded and modernized to ensure that it remains
well positioned to continue to advance innovative programming that reflect the changing needs
of Canadians. This includes those Canadians who live on the margins of society and require a
little extra assistance to achieve both employability and realize their potential.
Donald’s leadership of the Foundation has, without a doubt, significantly enhanced the field of
career development and the skills of career service professionals, and touched the lives of
Canadians in ways none of us may ever know.
In recognition of his service to the Foundation, the Board created the Donald G. Lawson
Leadership Development Fund at the YMCA of Greater Toronto in December 2015. Mr. Lawson
has been involved with the Y for over 60 years. In the 1960s, he became its Chairman at a time
when the organization was approaching bankruptcy. Under his watch, decisions were made
leading to the regeneration of the Y, which is now one of the largest and most respected
organizations in the country. The Fund will allow senior YMCA staff and volunteers to undertake
professional development programs that further their leadership capabilities, thereby providing
improved management capabilities and succession planning for the organization. In addition, at
Cannexus15, Donald received The Etta St John Wileman Award for Lifetime Achievement by
CERIC.
Although stepping down from his position as Chair, Mr. Lawson will continue to serve as a
Director, and holds the honourary title of, “Chair Emeritus”.
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